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Programming Erlang: Software for a Concurrent World (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	A multi-user game, web site, cloud application, or networked database can have thousands of users all interacting at the same time. You need a powerful, industrial-strength tool to handle the really hard problems inherent in parallel, concurrent environments. You need Erlang. In this second edition of the bestselling Programming...
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Data Parallel C++: Mastering DPC++ for Programming of Heterogeneous Systems using C++ and SYCLApress, 2020

	
		Learn how to accelerate C++ programs using data parallelism. This open access book enables C++ programmers to be at the forefront of this exciting and important new development that is helping to push computing to new levels. It is full of practical advice, detailed explanations, and code examples to illustrate key topics. 
...
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Java™ Performance and Scalability Volume 1: Server-Side Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2000
This book was written with one goal in mind: to provide Java  programmers with the expertise needed to build efficient, scalable Java code.  The author shares his experience in server-side performance tuning through  measured performance assessments, called optimizations. Each optimization  discusses techniques to improve the...
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Robotics: Designing the Mechanisms for Automated MachineryAcademic Press, 1999
Robotics, Second Edition is an essential addition to the toolbox of any engineer or hobbyist involved in the design of any type of robot or automated mechanical system. It is the only book available that takes the reader through a step-by step design process in this rapidly advancing specialty area of machine design.
...
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Programming C# 5.0: Building Windows 8, Web, and Desktop Applications for the .NET 4.5 FrameworkO'Reilly, 2012

	
		After a dozen years of incremental changes, C# has become one of the most versatile programming languages available. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn just how powerful the combination of C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5 can be. Author Ian Griffiths guides you through C# 5.0 fundamentals and teaches you techniques for building web...
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Mastering Selenium WebDriverPackt Publishing, 2015

	Increase the performance, capability, and reliability of your automated checks by mastering Selenium WebDriver


	About This Book

	
		Create an extensible test framework in Java supporting parallel execution with TestNG
	
		Understand the power, simplicity, and limitations of the core Selenium...
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Radiosurgery and Pathological Fundamentals (Progress in Neurological Surgery, Vol. 20)Karger, 2007

	Because of the huge clinical experience that has been accumulated in radiosurgery, it seems timely to explore and process out systematically pathological fundamentals on the effect of focused irradiation. The better understanding of radiobiology will enhance the outcomes of radiosurgical procedures. Renowned experts from all over the world...
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Femtosecond Optical Frequency Comb: Principle, Operation and ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
This book provides an introductory description of mode-locked lasers, the connection between time and frequency descriptions of their output and the physical origins of the electric field dynamics, together with an overview of applications of femtosecond comb technology. Individual chapters go into more detail on mode-locked laser development,...
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Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 Developer's HandbookMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Visual Studio 2010 is an exciting version for the Visual Basic language, which reaches a double
	digit version in Visual Basic 10. This is a phenomenal achievement for a programming language,
	and it demonstrates the enormous utility that the language continues to provide, year after year.
	Visual Basic has always been a premier tool for...
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Analysis of Engineering Drawings and Raster Map ImagesSpringer, 2013

	This book covers up-to-date methods and algorithms for the automated analysis of engineering drawings and digital cartographic maps. The Non-Deterministic Agent System (NDAS) offers a parallel computational approach to such image analysis. The book describes techniques suitable for persistent and explicit knowledge representation for...
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Concepts of Programming Languages (7th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005
Concepts of Programming Languages describes the fundamental concepts of programming languages by presenting design issues, examining design choices, and critically comparing design alternatives without being language specific. This book is appropriate for anyone who wants to compare and contrast various programming languages.      
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FSM-based Digital Design using Verilog HDLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	As digital circuit elements decrease in physical size, resulting in increasingly complex systems, a basic logic model that can be used in the control and design of a range of semiconductor devices is vital. Finite State Machines (FSM) have numerous advantages; they can be applied to many areas (including motor control, and signal and serial...
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